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Events
On November 22nd the Bolshoi The-

atre presented the premiere of the bal-
let Romeo and Juliet choreographed by 
Alexei Ratmansky to the music by Sergei 
Prokofiev. The cast starred Ekaterina Kry-
sanova and Vladislav Lantratov. Music di-
rector – Pavel Klinichev. Set and costume 
designer – Richard Hudson, lightning 
designer – Jennifer Tipton, assistants to 
the choreographer – Greta Hodgkinson 
and Aleksandar Antonijevic.

“Romeo and Juliet”. Photo courtesy: Damir Yusupov

Vladislav Lantratov as Romeo.
Igor Tsvirko as Mercutio.

Dmitry Dorokhov as Benvolio.
Photo courtesy: Damir Yusupov

The premiere cast starred: Igor Ts-
virko as Mercutio, Dmitry Dorokhov as 
Benvolio, Vitaly Biktimirov as Tybalt, Egor 
Khromushin as Paris, Nikita Elikarov as 
Lord Capulet, Kristina Karasyova as Lady 
Capulet, Anastasia Vinokur as Juliet’s 
Nurse, Egor Simachev as Friar Laurence, 
Alexei Loparevich as Duke of Verona, An-
astasia Denisova, Xenia Zhiganshina, 
Elvina Ibraimova and Bruna Cantanhede 
Gaglianone as Juliet’s friends, Georgy Gu-
sev, Andrei Koshkin, Alexei Matrakhov and 
Egor Sharkov as The Fools. 

The performances took place on 
the New Stage on November 22nd – 26th 
2017. The next series of performances is 
scheduled to take place on January 19th – 
21st 2018. 

The casts also starred: Romeo – Vyacheslav Lopatin (Novem-
ber 23rd and 25th) and Artemy Belyakov (November 24th and 26th); 
Juliet – Anastasia Stashkevich (November 23rd and 25th), Evgenia 
Obraztsova (November 24th) and Ekaterina Krysanova (November 
26th); Mercutio – Artur Mkrtchyan (November 23rd and 25th), Igor 
Tsvirko (November 24th) and Anton Savichev (November 26th); Ty-
balt – Alexander Vodopetov (all dates).

In Bolshoi Theatre that is a 4th version of this Prokofiev master-
piece and it will run side by side with Yuri Grigorovitch version wich 
will also remain in Bolshoi on its Historic Stage. 

For more information about the Bolshoi’s new ballet premiere 
please refer to the article For Never Was a Story People Read More.

RIA Novosti report: the ballet Romeo and Juliet was commis-
sioned from Ratmansky by the National Ballet of Canada and had 
its premiere in 2011 in Toronto. It is this very production that he now 
presented at the Bolshoi Theatre.

On November 24th Tarō Kōno, the Minister of Foreign Affairs (Ja-
pan), who was in Moscow for a three-day working visit,  attended the 
performance of the ballet Romeo and Juliet.

Later, during the reception at the residence of the Japanese am-
bassador to Moscow that took place on November 25th and where the 
Bolshoi Theatre General Director Vladimir Urin was invited together 
with other Russian cultural workers, it was announced that the open-
ing ceremony of the year of Japan in Russia is to take place at the 
Bolshoi Theatre. It was also announced (RIA Novosti) that the Prime 
Minister of Japan Shinzō Abe is going to visit Moscow in May 2018 to 
open the bilateral year of Russia and Japan. The bilateral year of Rus-
sia and Japan is going to take place from May 26th  2018 till May 2019.

November 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th – the opera Don Carlo 
by Giuseppe Verdi, staged by the famous English director Adrian No-
ble, was performed on the Historic Stage. 

http://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/4008/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/4008/roles/#all
https://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/premiere/RandJ-premiere-2017-11/
https://ria.ru/culture/20171121/1509285992.html
https://ria.ru/world/20171125/1509581803.html
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November 21st, 22nd and 23rd – the opera The 
Tsar’s Bride by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov on the Bolshoi 
Theatre Historic Stage.

The production was staged to mark the 200th birth 
anniversary of the composer; the premiere took place 
on December 17th 2013. 

On November 15th, 17th and 19th the cast starred 
Dmitry Beloselsky as Philip II, Oleg Dolgov as Don Carlo. 
Igor Golovatenko as Rodrigo, Marquis of Posa, Pyotr Mi-
gunov as The Grand Inquisitor, Hible Gerzmava as Elis-
abeth of Valois, Ekaterina Gubanova as Princess Eboli 
and Goderdzi Janelidze as A Monk. 

On November 16th and 18th the cast starred Rafał 
Siwek  as Philip II, Nazhmiddin Mavlyanov as Don Carlo, 
Elchin Azizov as  Rodrigo, Marquis of Posa, Vyacheslav 
Pochapsky as The Grand Inquisitor, Anna Nechaeva as 
Elisabeth of Valois, Agunda Kulaeva as Princess Eboli 
and Nikolai Kazansky as A Monk. 

The Tsar’s Bride by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov
on the Bolshoi Theatre Historic Stage

Rafał Siwek as Philip II, the opera Don Carlo
by Giuseppe Verdi. Photo courtesy: Pinterest

The premiere took place on February 22nd 2014; the 
last time the opera was performed on the Historic Stage 
was on March 4th and 5th.  

On November 21st and 23rd several important de-
buts took place: the cast starred two young singers as 
Marfa that opera experts follow the music careers of 
closely. Kristina Mkhitaryan was a participant of the 
Bolshoi’s Young Artists Opera Program in 2012-2015; she 
is a winner and a laureate of a number of internation-
al vocal competitions (including the prestigious Nor-
wegian Queen Sonja International Music Competition 
that she was the winner of in 2013). The singer is also 
engaged with many European theatres (for example, 
these days she performs the role of Verdi’s Violetta at 
Theater Basel, she has just made her debut in the pre-
miere performances of Eliogabalo  by Francesco Cavalli 
at the Dutch National Opera, where she has performed 
the role of Eritea). 

Maria Buinosova has been a soloist of the Mik-
hailovsky Theatre since 2016; she is also a participant of 
the 5th season of the project Big Opera that is currently 
being held on the TV Channel Russia-Culture. She took 
part in the performance on November 22nd.

On November 21st and 23rd the cast of The Tsar’s 
Bride also starred Vladimir Matorin as Sobakin, Gevorg 
Hakobyan as Gryaznoy (his Bolshoi debut), Valery Gil-
manov as Malyuta Skuratov, Pavel Valuzhin as Lykov, 
Ksenia Dudnikova as Lyubasha (her Bolshoi debut), Ro-
man Muravitsky as Bomelius (debut), Maria Gavrilova 
as Saburova, Elena Novak as Dunyasha and Maria Bar-
akova as Petrovna (debut). 

Conductor – Giacomo Sagripanti. 
More information about all casts is available here.
More information about the production is available 

from the Bolshoi’s website.

The Bolshoi Theatre’s promo video brings back the 
memories of the premiere (there is an interview with 
Adrian Noble, Dmitry Beloselsky and other members of 
the cast and of the production team).

On November 16th 2017 the production was shown 
as part of the initiative The Bolshoi for the Young that is 
aimed at making the theatre more popular with the 
young audience. The tickets were sold at special, very 
reasonable prices.

https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/756/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/756/
http://www.bolshoi.ru/persons/opera/2381/
https://www.theater-basel.ch/Schedule/La-Traviata/okvt5NQb/Pv4Ya/
http://www.operaballet.nl/en/opera/2017-2018/show/eliogabalo?utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=post&utm_campaign=eliogabalo
https://www.bolshoi.ru/persons/opera/3018/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/711/roles/#20171115190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/711/details/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3S7bt3J9u8w
https://www.bolshoi.ru/visit/buyingnew/1825.php
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Conductor — Tugan Sokhiev (both dates).
More information about the casts is available here.

On November 22nd the cast also starred Vyacheslav 
Pochapsky as Sobakin, Elchin Azizov as Gryaznoy, 
Vladimir Komovich as Malyuta Skuratov, Boris Rudak as 
Lykov, Aguna Kulaeva as Lyubasha, Marat Gali as Bome-
lius, Irina Rubtsova as Saburova, Anna Bondarevskaya 
as Dunyasha and Anna Matsey as Petrovna. 

Conductors – Alexei Bogorad (November 21st and 
23rd) and Dmitry Kryukov (November 22nd). 

Full information about the casts is available here.

November 24th, 25th and 26th – the masterpiece by 
Modest Mussorgsky, the opera Boris Godunov on the 
Historic Stage (version and orchestration by Nikolai 
Rimsky-Korsakov, including the Kromi Scene).

The premiere of the renewed version of the produc-
tion (conductors – Vassily Sinaisky and Pavel Sorokin, 
stage director – Igor Ushakov) took place on December 
1st 2011. On September 12th 2017 the Bolshoi Theatre 
opened its new season with the performance of Boris 
Godunov. 

The production (design by Fyodor Fyodorovsky, 
stage direction by Leonid Baratov) has been a part of 
the Bolshoi’s repertoire since 1948. More information 
about the opera Boris Godunov by Modest Mussorgsky 
and the history of its stagings at the Bolshoi is available 
on the theatre’s website.

The casts of the November series of performances 
starred: 

November 24th and 26th  – Dmitry Beloselsky as Bo-
ris Godunov, Kristina  Mkhitaryan as Xenia, Elena Novak 
as Fyodor, Evgenia Segenyuk as Xenia’s nurse, Roman 
Muravitsky as Shuisky, Igor Golovatenko as Shchelkalov, 
Alexander Naumenko as Pimen, Oleg Dolgov as  Pre-
tender, Svetlana Shilova as Marina and others. 

November 25th — Mikhail Kazakov as Boris Godu-
nov, Kristina  Mkhitaryan as Xenia, Evgenia Asanova as 
Fyodor, Evgenia Segenyuk as Xenia’s nurse, Maxim Pas-
ter as Shuisky, Konstantin Shushakov as Shchelkalov, 
Pyotr Migunov as Pimen, Sergei Radchenko as Pretend-
er, Svetlana Shilova as Marina and others. 

Conductor — the Bolshoi Theatre music director 
and chief conductor Tugan Sokhiev. 

More information about the casts is available here.

November 28th and 29th, the Historic Stage — Car-
men by Georges Bizet.

Music director: Tugan Sokhiev, stage director: Alex-
ei Borodin. Choreographers: Ricardo Castro, Rosario 
Castro. The premiere took place in the summer of 2015.

The cast:
November 28th — Agunda Kulaeva (Carmen), Mar-

tin Muehle (Don Jose, debut), Alexander Vinogradov  (Es-
camillo), Anna Nechaeva (Micaela);

November 29th — Yulia Mazurova (Carmen), Oleg 
Dolgov (Don Jose), Elchin Azizov (Escamillo), Dinara Al-
ieva (Micaela).

Carmen – Agunda Kulaeva
Photo courtesy: Damir Yusupov

December 1st, 2nd and 3rd (2 p.m.) the Historic 
Stage – Katerina Izmailova by Dmitri Shostakovich.

One of the most significant operas of the 20th cen-
tury is back at the Bolshoi Theatre (1963 version). Stage 
director: Rimas Tuminas. Music director: Tugan Sokhiev.

The premiere took place on February 18th 2016.
The cast:
December 1st and 3rd — Elena Popovskaya (Kate-

rina), Dmitry Ulyanov (Boris Timofeyevich), Marat Gali 
(Zinoviy Borisovich), John Daszak (Sergei);

December 2nd — Maria Lobanova (Katerina), Taras 
Shtonda (Boris Timofeyevich), Maxim Paster (Zinoviy 
Borisovich), Oleg Dolgov (Sergei).

Conductor — Tugan Sokhiev (all dates).
More information about the casts is available here.

Concerts of classical and baroque music starring 
the Bolshoi Opera soloists, orchestra artists and guest 
artists took place at the Beethoven Hall. 

November 16th, 21st and 26th – the Bolshoi Thea-
tre Orchestra Artists Concerts  Baroque Music Evening,     
Return of Masterpieces and Versailles History.

More information about the concerts is available 
on the theatre’s website.

November 25th and 28th – Bolshoi Theatre Young 
Artists Opera Program Concerts Vocal Music of Italian 
Composers.

The programmes of the concerts included pieces by 
Antonio Buzzolla, Gaetano Donizetti, Gioacchino Ross-
ini, Francesco Paolo Tosti, Reynaldo Hahn, Ludwig van 
Beethoven, Mikhail Glinka, Charles Gounod, Giacomo 
Meyerbeer and Franz Schubert on poems by Italian po-
ets.

https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/811/roles/#20171128190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/756/roles/#20171121190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/24/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/24/details/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/756/roles/#20171121190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/913/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/913/roles/#20171201190000
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/2991/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/2992/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/2994/https://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/beethovenhall/concert-2017-11-25/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/beethovenhall/barocco-2017-11-16/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/2993/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/2993/
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Piano: Alexander Anasenko, Alexander Shirokov, 
Daniil Orlov. 

More information about the concert is available on 
the Bolshoi’s website:   

The International Contemporary Dance Festival  
DanceInversion 2017 continues; the Festival marks the 
200th birth anniversary of Marius Petipa  (1818 – 1910). 

On November 16th and 17th Ballet National de 
Marseille (France) presented the programme by Emio 
Greco and Pieter C Scholten Corps du Ballet National 
de Marseille/ Boléro at the Moscow music theatre He-
likon-Opera.

The playbill of the performance on the Festival’s 
website.

The playbill of Le Corps du Ballet National de Mar-
seille on the website of  Ballet National de Marseille.

The promo video of Le Corps du Ballet National de 
Marseille is available on YouTube.

To get an idea about Bolero follow the link to Vimeo.
The programme and the schedule of performances of 
the XX International Contemporary Dance Festival Dan-
ceInversion 2017 are available on the Bolshoi Theatre’s 
website.

For tickets, the playbill and the detailed informa-
tion about the festival please visit DanceInversion offi-
cial website.

November 28th and 29th – the ballet The Nutcrack-
er and the Mouse King was performed on the Bolshoi 
Theatre New Stage as a part of the Festival. 

The ballet after the eponymous fairy tale by E.T.A. 
Hoffmann was staged for the Zurich Ballet by Christian 
Spuck. 

Revised version of the scenario by Claus Spahn.  
Music Director:Paul Connelly. Sets Designer: Rufus Did-
wiszus. Costume Designer: Buki Shiff. Lighting design-
er: Martin Gebhardt. 

Tatiana Kuznetsova’s interview about the new bal-
let: “ ‘You have to annoy the audience a little, this makes 
them more attentive’: Christian Spuck talks about his 
Nutcracker is available here.

The next event of the festival DanceInversion 2017 - 
performance of works by Jessica Lang Solo Bach /Sweet 
Silent Thought/Thousand Yard Stare/The Callling/
White/I.N.K. is to take place on December 2nd and 3rd at 
the Moscow Music Theatre Helikon-Opera.

For more information about the productions of 
Jessica Lang Dance festival programme please visit the 
choreographer’s website.

The interview with the choreographer is availa-
ble here.

December 9th and 10th – the premiere of the ballet 
Nureyev, directed by Kirill Serebrennikov

“The premiere of the ballet Nureyev, directed by 
Kirill Serebrennikov, was postponed from July 11th of 
this year till May 2018. Earlier the Bolshoi Theatre Gen-
eral Director Vladimir Urin said that the question of the 
dates of Nureyev premiere was to be settled after the 
meeting with Serebrennikov in September. It was finally 
decided that Nureyev would have its premiere on Decem-
ber 9th and 10th.  Serebrennikov gave his consent to the 
theatre to allow the choreographer Yuri Possokhov to 
finish working on the ballet Nureyev in case the situa-
tion with his [Serebrennikov’s] arrest is not settled in 
time”.

The Nutcracker and the Mouse King by Christian Spuck. 
Photo courtesy: Gregory Batardon

Igor Tsvirko and Denis Savin
at the rehearsal for the ballet Nureyev

On November 22nd the ticket-sales for the Bolshoi 
Theatre Youth Ballet Programme  concert Faces opened. 
The concert is scheduled to take place on the Bolshoi’s 
New Stage on December 18th.

This is going to be the second concert. The first per-
formance of the workshop of young choreographers, 
headed by the People’s Artist of Russia Sergei Filin took 
place at the Bolshoi’s New Stage on May 26th 2016. Twelve 
pieces by nine choreographers from Moscow and Saint 
Petersburg were presented. The information about the 
concert is available from Marina Zimogryad’s article on 
the portal about contemporary choreography No Fixed 
Points.

http://www.dance-inversion.ru/ru/2017/attendance/ballet_marseilles/
http://www.dance-inversion.ru/ru/2017/attendance/ballet_marseilles/
http://www.ballet-de-marseille.com/en/company/performances/le-corps-du-ballet-national-de-marseille-10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bGhBDxPxLKg
https://vimeo.com/164725552
http://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/none/danceinversion-2017-schedule/
http://www.dance-inversion.ru/ru/2017/about.php
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/2080/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/2080/
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3468077
http://www.dance-inversion.ru/ru/2017/attendance/jessica_lang/
http://www.dance-inversion.ru/ru/2017/attendance/jessica_lang/
http://www.dance-inversion.ru/ru/2017/attendance/jessica_lang/
http://www.jessicalangchoreographer.com/performances/details.php?id=362
http://israelculture.info/jld2/
https://ria.ru/culture/20171117/1509040032.html
https://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/none/Faces-2-ticket-sales/
http://nofixedpoints.com/bolshoi-young-choreographers
http://nofixedpoints.com/bolshoi-young-choreographers
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November 16th – a short stroll around the Bolshoi 
Theatre, the documentary, the panoramic trip Bolshoi 
Theatre 360°, filmed by the company RT in 2016 (VR, 3 
min., 08 sec., Russia) was presented to the guests and 
the participants of the VI Saint Petersburg Interna-
tional Cultural Forum 2017 as a part of the special pro-
gramme of VR-films about art at the intellectual mara-
thon All Power to the Museums?

VI Saint Petersburg International Cultural Forum 
took place November 16th – 18th.  

The panoramic walk around the Bolshoi Theatre is 
available on Youtube.

Information  about  the forum on the portal of Rus-
sia’s cultural heritage Culture.RU.

On November 20th 2017, on the birthday of Maya Pli-
setskaya, the ceremony of the post stamp cancellation 
took place; the stamp was produced by the Russian post 
office to mark the jubilee of the great ballerina. 

The information about this event is available on the 
theatre’s website.

The report by Elena Fedorenko entitled Plisetskaya 
Upholds  Her Good Name is available on the portal Cul-
ture.

During the reconstruction of the Historic Stage 
(2005-2011) all performances of the Bolshoi Theatre’s op-
era and ballet repertoires were performed on the New 
Stage.

The construction of the Bolshoi Theatre New Stage 
lasted from 1995 till 2002; the building replaced historic 
apartment buildings. Sketches by Leon Bakst, revised by 
Zurab Tsereteli, were used to create the design of the 
plafond in the audience hall.

Photo courtesy: Grigory Sysoev/RIA Novosti

The chandelier and the plafond  designed
after the sketches by Leon Bakst,

the State Academic Bolshoi Theatre of Russia New Stage

Fifteen years ago, on November 29th 2002 the pre-
miere of the opera The Snow Maiden by Nikolai Rim-
sky-Korsakov marked the opening of the Bolshoi Theatre 
New Stage.

On December 2nd and 3rd  (matinee performances, 
2 p.m.)  — performances of La Fille mal gardée, one of 
the most ancient ballets to the music by Peter Ludwig 
Hertel, choreographed by Yuri Grigorovich, are going to 
take place on the New Stage.

The ballet was first staged by the French dancer 
and ballet master Jean Dauberval in 1786. The produc-
tion had its premiere at the Bolshoi Theatre on Novem-
ber 6th 2009. 

Music director: Igor Dronov.
Extracts from music by Riccardo Drigo, Louis Her-

old, Cesare Pugni, Georges Bizet used.

Important prize Of French music magazine Diapa-
son d’Or “Diapason d’Or de l’année” was giving to the 
DVD of BOLSHOI opera production “Ruslan and Liudmi-
la” recorder by Bel Air Media.

One of earliest Russian opera composed by Glinka 
was staged on BOLSHOI Historic Stage as a first produc-
tion upon House re-opening after reconstruction. It was 
staged and designed by renown Russian artist Dmitri 
Tcherniakov. Conductor — Vladimir Yurowski. Leading 
part were sang by Albina Shagimuratova — Liudmila 
and Michail Petrenko — Ruslan. 

!https://new.culturalforum.ru/event/vsya-vlast-muzeyam
!https://new.culturalforum.ru/event/vsya-vlast-muzeyam
https://new.culturalforum.ru/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fydtybn2NdA
https://www.culture.ru/s/new.culturalforum/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/none/stamp-Maya-2017-11-20/
http://portal-kultura.ru/articles/obshchiy-plan/175367-plisetskaya-derzhit-marku/
http://portal-kultura.ru/articles/obshchiy-plan/175367-plisetskaya-derzhit-marku/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/347/
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As no one from the company was able to collect the 
prize in Paris on November 22, Dmitri Tcherniakov re-
corded some words on that event which you can find in 
video bellow.

To mark the 90th anniversary of Alexander Ve-
dernikov, an outstanding singer, a People’s Artist of the 
USSR and the State Academic Bolshoi Theatre’s soloist 
from 1958 till 1990 the Bolshoi Theatre Museum presents 
a photo exhibition at the New Stage Foyer. The exhibition 
features black-and-white photographs from the Muse-
um’s archives that depict the singer performing various 
roles he had tremendous success with at the Bolshoi in 
different years.

The photo exhibition from the Bolshoi Theatre Museum’s 
archives to mark the 90th  anniversary

of the People’s Artist of the USSR
Alexander Vedernikov. The New Stage Foyer.

Photo courtesy: Natalia Vinogradova

In Memoriam
The Bolshoi mourns the death of Dmitiri Hvoros-

tovsky.

Dmitri Hvorostovsky. Photo courtesy
Pavel Antonov

youtube.com

youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mv7UkXzRsPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iDTGg-7qyA
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On November 22nd the outstanding opera singer 
and a People’s Artist of the Russian Federation Dmi-
tri Hvorostovsky (1962-2017) passed away at the age of 
55 after a long of illness. The Bolshoi Theatre sends its 
most sincere condolences to the singer’s relatives and 
friends. The lying in repose took place on November 27th 
at the Tchaikovksy Concert Hall. Hvorostovsky was bur-
ied at the Novodevichy Cemetery.

The message from Dmitri Hvorostovsky’s family 
members and friends was published on the singer’s of-
ficial website: 

“It is with great sadness that we announce the 
passing of Dmitri Hvorostovsky – beloved operatic bari-
tone, husband, father, son, and friend – at age 55. After 
a two and a half year battle with brain cancer, he died 
peacefully on November 22 surrounded by his family at 
a hospice facility near their home in London, UK. He is 
survived by his wife, Florence Hvorostovsky, and their 
two children, Maxim (14) and Nina (10); his twin children, 
Alexandra and Daniel (21), from a previous marriage; 
and his parents, Alexander and Lyudmila. Having re-
tired from the opera stage at the end of 2016 due to com-
plications from the tumor, Hvorostovsky made his final 
public appearance in the “Dmitri and Friends” concert 
at Austria’s Grafenegg Festival in June; in September, 
he was awarded the Order of Merit for the Fatherland of 
the IV degree, one of the highest non-military honours 
in his native Russia, for his great contribution to Rus-
sian art and culture.” 

The leadership of the country and cultural lumi-
naries send their condolences. 

The President of the Russian Federation Vladimir 
Putin expressed his condolences on the death of the op-
era singer Dmitri Hvorostovsky. 

The Minister of Culture Vladimir Medinsky ex-
pressed his condolences to the singer’s  relatives and 
friends.  

In his interview to TASS the People’s Artist of Rus-
sia Denis Matsuev says: “It is impossible to find words. 
He was so strong and so handsome. I will never accept 
the fact this genius person is not with us anymore, this 
is just so unfair. There is a terrible feeling of not being 
able to comprehend why such things happen to such 
young people”. 

A People’s Artist of the USSR, a singer and the State 
Duma Deputy Joseph Kobzon: “He was a very nice and 
warm-hearted person, and he will be missed greatly. He 
was an ambassador of kindness, some special musical 
and operatic kindness. Those of us who knew him,  knew 
it was coming, but we simply did not want to believe it”.  

The Bolshoi Theatre guest soloist Veronika Dzhio-
eva shared her memories of Dmitri Hvorostovsky with 
Vechernaya Moskva. 

The opera singer Hibla Gerzmava, a soloist of the 
Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko Music Theatre, 
posted on her Instagram page a message for Dmitri. 

On November 22nd an emergency briefing took 
place at the State Academic Bolshoi Theatre; the Gener-

al Director Vladimir Urin and the Bolshoi Opera soloists 
Elena Zelenskaya, Dinara Alieva and Dmitry Golovaten-
ko talked to mass media representatives. 

The news of Dmitri Hvorostovsky’s death brought a 
lot of pain to the fans of the music theatre. The Bolshoi 
Theatre General Director Vladimir Urin mentioned this 
at the briefing. 

Elena Zelenskaya, a People’s Artist of Russia and a 
Bolshoi Thetare soloist said: “Our dear Dmitri Hvoros-
tovsky has passed away. It is impossible to believe... We 
cherish his memory and will always remember him. Rus-
sian music will always be heard thanks to him, thanks 
to everything he has achieved in his life”. The newspaper 
Vechernaya Moskva published the singer’s speech. 

The Bolshoi Theatre soloist Dinara Alieva told the 
radio Komsomolskaya Pravda: “All I can say is that we 
have lost a great singer, a wonderful person, a friend, 
a man that was famous all over the world and that has 
made an enormous contribution; he has made an enor-
mous contribution to the world’s opera culture, as well 
as Russian opera culture. I think we will not soon get 
another singer of the same caliber. He was also our very 
close friend; I was blessed to have had a chance to per-
form together with him on the same stage. I send my 
condolences to his family. This is such terrible news. It 
was so unexpected... we all knew about it, but none of us 
could believe it would actually happen”.

In the days when the country was paying last trib-
ute to Dmitri Hvorostovsky, who was buried on Novem-
ber 28th  on the Novodevichy Cemetery, the TV channel 
Russia-1 reminded their audiences about the charity 
evening Dmitri Hvorostovsky and Friends for Children  
that took place on the Bolshoi Theatre Historic Stage on 
June 1st 2016 (the event was recorded by the TV channel).

Press
analysis:
Russian mass media

Major mass media sources report the premiere 
of the ballet Romeo and Juliet on the Bolshoi Thea-
tre’s New Stage.  

The set designer of the ballet Richard Hudson ap-
peared on the TV Channel Culture on November 21st. 
Vladimir Zelensky talked to the guest in the studio. “The 
historic atmosphere of Renaissance Italy is preserved 
by the set designer Richard Hudson. He has studied this 
period thoroughly. When he was working on the cos-
tumes, he made sure they were comfortable and paid 
special attention to this fact; without any doubt, the 
dancers have appreciated it”.

http://hvorostovsky.com/ru/
http://hvorostovsky.com/ru/
http://tass.ru/kultura/4748748
http://tass.ru/kultura/4748748
http://vm.ru/news/436773.html
http://vm.ru/news/436885.html
https://www.kp.ru/daily/26761.4/3791263/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/performances/1005/
https://tvkultura.ru/article/show/article_id/200166/
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On November 21st Evgenia Obraztsova appeared in 
the programme Main Role on the TV Channel Culture. 
The ballerina talked about the preparation for the pre-
miere. The host – Yulian Makarov.

Richard Hudson on the TV Channel Culture

On November 23rd TASS published the article enti-
tled Alexei Ratmansky is Happy With the Success of the 
Ballet Romeo and Juliet at the Bolshoi Theatre. Quote: 
“The premiere of the ballet Romeo and Juliet, choreo-
graphed by Alexei Ratmansky to the music by Sergei 
Prokofiev, took place on Wednesday on the New Stage of 
the State Academic Bolshoi Theatre of Russia and was 
a success. After the performance the choreographer 
thanked the Bolshoi Theatre and all participants of the 
production for the successful implementation of the 
project. “I am happy”, – said Ratmansky”. 

The First Channel presented a video report (Novem-
ber 25th, 12:10; 3’51’’) about the ballet to the music by 
Prokofiev, the history of its productions and those bril-
liant dancers that have starred in the different casts; 
the new production team was also introduced.

“Two versions of the same love story at the Bolshoi. 
The great premiere at the main theatre of the country  – 
the ballet Romeo and Juliet choreographed by Alexei 
Ratmansky. The new approach and the new choreogra-
phy. At the same time, the legendary work by Yuri Grig-
orovich is still in the Bolshoi’s repertoire; his Romeo 
and Juliet has been on the playbills for several decades 
already.”

Anastasia Popova (Izvestia) dares to make the fol-
lowing claim: “The Bolshoi Theatre has realised the 
dream of Sergei Prokofiev: the new production of Romeo 
and Juliet at the State Academic Bolshoi Theatre of Rus-
sia presents the ballet the way the composer wanted to 
see it. Prokofiev’s score is sophisticated; it has a range 
of motives and timbres that are highlighted by the 
transparent sound of the orchestra and the dynamic 
tempos that the conductor Pavel Klinichev maintained. 
The choreographer played with the score, having creat-
ed the plastique patterns that are just as sophisticated. 
Brilliant runs, virtuoso leaps, almost acrobatic lifts are 
synchronized with the music: there is a movement for 
almost every bar of the score. There is almost no pan-
tomime (apart from several episodes), which is also a 
good idea. /.../ …Juliet [Ekaterina Krysanova] is equally 
convincing in that playful appearance she makes in 
the first act and in the dramatic and expressive pas-de-
deux in the finale... There are two more casts to take the 
stage”.

Romeo and Juliet by Alexei Ratmansky:
«The choreography feasts one’s eyes as do the visuals, 

inspired by the Renaissance paintings».
(Tatiana Kuznetsova).

Photo courtesy: Elena Fetisova/ Kommersant

The newspaper Vechernaya Moskva (Evening Mos-
cow) was one of the first to review the ballet. Valery 
Modestov in his article A Symphony of Love writes: “The 
choreographer treated Shakespeare’s story with great 
care as he made an attempt to combine the present age 
and the past age on the stage. Since the music allows 
for no limits in terms of imagination for both the bal-
let master and the dancers, Ratmansky just went with  

http://tvkultura.ru/video/show/brand_id/20902/episode_id/1566143/video_id/1701155/
http://tass.ru/kultura/4751837
https://www.1tv.ru/news/2017-11-25/336834-v_bolshom_teatre_premiera_novaya_postanovka_baleta_romeo_i_dzhulietta
https://iz.ru/674942/anastasiia-popova/bolshoi-teatr-osushchestvil-mechtu-sergeia-prokofeva
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3475510
http://vm.ru/news/437389.html
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the libretto by Adrian Piotrovsky, Sergei Radlov and Ser-
gei Prokofiev, having changed  just one thing about the 
plot: Juliet wakes up before Romeo dies. The choreogra-
pher said: “The idea of dancing with a dead body was 
always confusing for me”. Dance fights, adagios of Ro-
meo and Juliet with the backs of the ball guests in the 
background and the dance of the Fools are interesting 
in terms of stage direction and plastique...In order to 
stress the idea of the friendship that Romeo, Mercutio 
and Benvolio have, the choreographer created synchro-
nized pas de trois for them”.  /…/

 
Rossiiskaya Gazeta published the article by Leila 

Guchmazova titled Only Lovers Will Survive. “Ratman-
sky is very lucky to have Richard Hudson as his set and 
costume designer. Some scenes look like illustrations 
for the books by Jacques Le Goff, the fabrics are a hymn 
to the legendary times of Verona, the distinct silhou-
ettes of Guelphic walls and the crypt are softened by the 
earthly excessiveness of the costumes; only the lovers’ 
and the Nurse’s outfits are of light colours. These are all 
combined with the precise structure of the production 
and its well thought-through emotional component, 
which allows Hudson to produce  the desired effect”. The 
author of the review also praises the dancers: “Vladislav 
Lantratov (Romeo) is very good; he almost smothers Fri-
ar Laurence with embraces and balances his feelings 
with a good line of attitudes. Ekaterina Krysanova (Ju-
liet) also deserves to be praised; she is smart, precise 
and spontaneous, and it looks like this is her best role 
so far”.

7days.ru: “The Bolshoi Theatre New Stage now has 
not that velvet curtain of olive colour everyone is used 
to, but a new maroon one, bright and patterned. When 
it opens, we can catch a glimpse of the Kremlin wall on 
the stage. Well, to tell the truth, the new curtain is up 
only when the new production is performed, that is, the 
ballet Romeo and Juliet by Alexei Ratmansky to the mu-
sic by Sergei Prokofiev. What looks like a  piece of the 
“Kremlin” wall is the architectural detail, typical for the 
Italian Renaissance”.

Mass media continued to review events of the XX 
International Contemporary Dance Festival DanceInver-
sion-2017.

Pavel Yaschenkov (Moskovsky Komsomolets) writes 
in his article Corps de Ballet Danced “Perpetual Mo-
tion”: “It should be pointed out that after the heads and 
the founding fathers of the festival Vladimir Urin and 
Irina Chernomurova moved to the Bolshoi Theatre the 
scope of activities of DanceInversion has widened, the 
artistic level has increased and today the festival, or-
ganised by the Bolshoi Theatre’s management, is able to 
implement such projects as bringing to Moscow expen-

sive and well-known companies”. /.../ 
Ballets that have been presented this year  can be 

also considered certain statements. /.../ In its essence 
the ballet  Le Corps du Ballet by  Emio Greco and Pieter 
C Scholten is a plastique statement by Ballet National 
de Marseille about itself, about its own history.  /…/ The 
purpose of second ballet, Bolero to the music by Ravel, is 
to demonstrate the successes of the Marseille ballet in 
the practical sphere. There are 17 people wearing night 
gowns; as the music and the action develop, they join 
the protagonist. It is actually this very protagonist that 
stands out: as Angel Martinez Hernandez, the compa-
ny’s long-haired   soloist that possesses wonderful plas-
tique, was dancing  Bolero, he got intoxicated by the 
movements that gradually transformed into ecstat-
ic arousal”.

Tatiana Kuznetsova (Kommersant) in her review On 
a Crooked Footing With the Classics also reports about 
the Bolero by Ballet National de Marseille, presented at 
the DanceInversion-2017: 

 “The company, founded by Roland Petit in 1972, was 
a “window to Europe” for the citizens of the USSR: the 
guest performances of Ballet National de Marseille as-
tonished with the boldness of its productions and the 
level of its dancers. Notre Dame de Paris, brought to the 
Kirov (Mariinsky) Theatre by Roland Petit, cut a hole in 
the Iron Curtain. The choreographer invited Russian 
stars to take part in his ballets paying no attention to 
the politics: there was the defector Baryshnikov and the 
People’s Artists of the USSR Maya Plisetskaya, Vladimir 
Vasiliev and Ekaterina Maximova. Famous dancers 
sneaked Petit’s ballets onto the Soviet stage, as they 
performed fragments from those ballets in various con-
certs.  /.../Angel Martinez Hernandez is the main driving 
force of this Bolero. He is very tall and long-haired, he 
possesses the majestic gestures of a prophet from the 
Old Testament, the face of a Christian martyr and the 
body, filled with unsuppressed sexuality. He has inherit-
ed the ecstatic and fervent manner of Emio Greco him-
self, although this manner seemed to be unique. Emio 
Greco’s dancing is also his choreography. The conclu-
sion is very straightforward: Ballet de Marseille by Ro-
land Petit is dead. Now there is a new king. Thank God, 
Martinez Hernandez, the stage alter ago of the choreog-
rapher Greco, is young enough and full of energy”.

Another review by Tatiana Kuznetsova Dances of 
a Restless Soul: Dresden Frankfurt Dance Company  at 
DanceInversion (Kommersant) is available here.

To get an idea about Bolero follow the link to Vimeo.
Angel Martinez Hernandez on Ballet National de 

Marseille website.
The programme and the schedule of performances 

of the XX International Contemporary Dance Festival 
DanceInversion 2017 are available on the Bolshoi Thea-
tre’s website.

For tickets, the playbill and the detailed informa-

https://rg.ru/2017/11/23/v-bolshom-teatre-pokazali-premeru-baleta-romeo-i-dzhuletta.html
https://www.7days.ru/news/v-bolshom-teatre-povesili-novyy-zanaves.htm#ixzz4zMFOez00
http://www.mk.ru/culture/2017/11/19/kordebalet-stanceval-vechnyy-dvigatel.html
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3472236
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3466133
https://vimeo.com/164725552
http://www.ballet-de-marseille.com/en/company/dancers/angel-martinez-hernandez-30
http://www.bolshoi.ru/about/press/articles/none/danceinversion-2017-schedule/
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tion about the festival please visit DanceInversion offi-
cial website.

Angel Martinez Hernandez is reheasing Bolero
by Emio Greco and Pieter C. Scholten.

Ballet National de Marseille. Photo courtesy:  La Provence

The newspaper Culture publishes an interview with 
Brigitte Lefèvre, an outstanding cultural luminary, the 
former director of the Paris Opera Ballet  (1995-2014), the 
winner of the most important awards of the French Re-
public (a  commandeur of the Order national du Mérite, 
an officer of the Légion d’honneur and a commandeur 
of the Order des Arts et des Lettres). These days she is in 
Moscow following the invitation of the Stanislavsky and 
Nemirovich-Danchenko Theatre. The interview is titled I 
Called Nureyev a Dazzling Ccomet. She mentions: “Ru-
dolf played an exceptionally important role in the histo-
ry of the Paris Opera  as a dancer, as a choreographer 
and as its artistic director. He managed to combine 
everything he had learned in Russia with everything 
he discovered in the West. Productions by Nureyev are 
based on the historical heritage and on what he consid-
ered to be the further development of the classics. At the 
same time, he possessed a wonderful intuition when it 
came to everything new”.

The magazine Men’s Health published a large ar-
ticle about ballet dancers’ daily routine. The article is 
basically a talk with three Bolshoi’s dancers – Denis 
Medvedev, who was accepted into the company after he 
graduated from the ballet school in 1994 and is already 
a pedagogue at the Moscow State Academy of Choreog-
raphy, the Bolshoi Ballet’s first soloist Jacopo Tissi, a 
student of Maurizio Vanadia and Leonid Nikonov , who 
moved to Russia from Italy, and the Bolshoi Ballet’s lead-
ing soloist Igor Tsvirko, who has been with the Bolshoi 
since 2007. 

The editors of the magazine ignored the correc-
tions made by the Bolshoi’s press-office, so, according to 

the text, the  atrium is “in the fifth outbuilding”, while 
the Gladiator is not just a part, but a whole new ballet. 
Still, the article about the Bolshoi Theatre’s three solo-
ists turned out to be a rather interesting one. The article 
is available on page 74 of the issue.

Valery Logunov and Igor Tsvirko,
Jacopo Tissi, Denis Medvedev

The Russian-Armenian information agency pub-
lished an article about Agrippina Vaganova, who worked 
at the State Academic Bolshoi Theatre of the USSR as a 
choreographer in 1943-1944. The story is titled How an 
Armenian Protected Russian Ballet. Quote: “At the age 
of ten Agrippina entered the Imperial Theatre Institute.  
/…/ The outstanding ballet master Marius Petipa did not 
consider her to be  graceful enough, did not see her as a 
“doll”; however, another pedagogue, Nikolai  Legat, paid 
attention to her. It was thanks to him that Vaganova 
mastered the technique of the classical dance to an ab-
solute perfection. Vaganova was famous as ‘a queen 
of variations’”.

Central and local mass media sources reported 
about the introduction of a new stamp in memory of 
Maya Plisetskaya.

The TV Channel Russia-Culture quoted the artistic 
director of the Bolshoi Ballet Makhar Vaziev: 

 “Her talent is timeless, her talent is endless. She 
was working during the Soviet era, when many creative 
workers had to remain under certain conditions, under 
the pressure of the existing ideology; nevertheless, she 
remained free. This is the phenomenon of Maya Pliset-
skaya. No one could break her”, – said the head of the 
Bolshoi Theatre’s ballet company (Culture News; on air 
on November 20th at 7:30 p.m.).

TV and radio company MIR also reports about this 
event.

RIA Novosti talks about the importance of this 
event both in terms of culture in general and in terms of 
particular interest it presents for stamp collectors; the 
source also quotes Makhar Vaziev: 

http://www.dance-inversion.ru/ru/2017/about.php
http://portal-kultura.ru/articles/balet/175036-brizhit-lefevr-ya-nazyvala-nureeva-oslepitelnoy-kometoy/
http://www.mhealth.ru/magazine/archive/journal/december_2017/
https://rusarminfo.ru/2017/11/18/kak-armyanka-zashhitila-russkij-balet/
https://tvkultura.ru/article/show/article_id/199851
https://mir24.tv/news/16278430/v-rossii-vypustili-pochtovuyu-marku-v-chest-maii-pliseckoi
https://ria.ru/culture/20171120/1509164958.html
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 “This is a very important event for the Bolshoi The-
atre today, and not only because Maya Plisetskaya is a 
great ballerina that made an invaluable contribution to 
the development of world ballet. I guess, there is not a 
single person that would not know the name of Pliset-
skaya. The first thing all ballerinas that start to work 
on the role of Carmen do is take the videotape with the 
recording of the brilliant Maya Plisetskaya dancing this 
part. Her art remains up-to-date. I would like to stress 
once again that this event is a great honour for us”, – 
Vaziev stated.

The coming premiere of the ballet Nureyev is also 
the focus of attention of the Russian mass media.  

RIA Novosti announced on November 17th: the cho-
reographer Yuri Possokhov said he had started the re-
hearsals for Nureyev.

Yuri Possokhov at the rehearsal for the ballet Nureyev 

Report by Natalia Kurova (RIA Novosti, November 
20th) titled December Premieres: Nureyev at the Bolshoi 
and Pygmalion Staged by Heifetz is available here.

The agency also mentions that the most expensive 
tickets for the ballet cost 13 thousands rubles, while the 
cheapest – around 1.5 thousand rubles (approx. 186 eu-
ros and 21.5 euros respectively).

The recording of the ballet The Taming of the Shrew 
by the Bolshoi Ballet was broadcast at the cinemas on 
November 26th (the recording of the performance that 
took place on November 6th). Nezavisimaya Gazeta, as 
well as several local mass media sources, published the 
announcements. baikal-media.ru

Mass media reported that the Bolshoi Theatre of 
Russia General Director Vladimir Urin was among those 
who came to the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall on November 
27th to pay the last respects to the singer.

TASS

The following sources also reported the news:
Mir 24
Rossiiskaya Gazeta
Komsomolskaya Pravda
Izvestia
and other sources

Press
analysis:
international mass media

Local newspapers and local online publications an-
nounce upcoming screenings of Bolshoi Ballet perfor-
mances in cinemas.  

The online entertainment news publication Broad-
way World announces screenings at local cinemas. “See 
the greatest classics restaged by today’s most celebrat-
ed choreographers with the Bolshoi Ballet in HD — al-
lowing you the best seats to this historic Russian icon! 
For the eighth consecutive year, the 2017-18 Bolshoi Bal-
let in HD season presents the greatest classics restaged 
by today’s most celebrated choreographers for a cine-
ma-exclusive experience featuring some of the finest 
dancers in the world.” 

The Jamaican local news publication Jamaica 
Gleaner announces “Pirates, beautiful women, more 
than 120 skilful dancers, a shipwreck and a garden 
scene make Le Corsaire one of the most elaborate ballet 
spectacles.”

The local community news publication The York-
er Magazine (York, UK) publishes an article by Dan-
iel Morrison who reviews the screening of the Bolshoi 
Ballet’s The Taming of the Shrew. “The Bolshoi Ballet 
production of The Taming of the Shrew streamlines 
the tale to its core: the harsh romancing of Petruchio 
and Katherine and the mirrored sweeter coalescence 
of Bianca and Lucentio. The play benefits in some ways, 
losing Christopher Sly and the peculiar metatheatrical 
beginning is for the best, but this version, without dis-
guises or comic interjections, is a little overtrimmed.” 
“It would be impossible to include all the subtleties of 
Shakespeare’s original without speech, and in this for-
mat the production would not benefit from it, rather it 
should be watched as a relaxing but toothless interpre-
tation set to fantastic music.”  

The Italian online movie and TV magazine Movie 
Tele.it (Italy) announces the Bolshoi’s Taming of the 

https://ria.ru/culture/20171120/1509147646.html
http://tass.ru/kultura/4741342
http://www.ng.ru/saturday/2017-11-24/8_7122_balet.html
http://www.baikal-media.ru/news/culture/346163/ http://gorodbryansk.info/2017/11/theatrehd-11/
http://tass.ru/obschestvo/4761887
https://mir24.tv/news/16279454/dmitrii-hvorostovskii-ushel-navsegda-pod-10-minutnuyu-ovaciyu
https://rg.ru/2017/11/27/dmitriia-hvorostovskogo-provodili-v-poslednij-put-aplodismentami.html
https://www.spb.kp.ru/daily/26762.5/3793773/
https://iz.ru/676008/2017-11-27/khvorostovskogo-provodili-10-minutnoi-ovatciei
https://www.broadwayworld.com/connecticut/article/Ridgefield-Playhouse-presents-The-Bolshoi-Ballet-in-HD-2017-2018-Season-20171116
https://www.broadwayworld.com/connecticut/article/Ridgefield-Playhouse-presents-The-Bolshoi-Ballet-in-HD-2017-2018-Season-20171116
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/entertainment/20171118/le-corsaire-shows-sunday
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/entertainment/20171118/le-corsaire-shows-sunday
 http://www.theyorker.co.uk/arts-and-culture/bolshoi-ballet-taming-shrew/
 http://www.theyorker.co.uk/arts-and-culture/bolshoi-ballet-taming-shrew/
 https://www.movietele.it/post/la-bisbetica-domata-al-cinema-il-26-novembre-2017
 https://www.movietele.it/post/la-bisbetica-domata-al-cinema-il-26-novembre-2017
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Shrew in local cinemas on 26 November. “With the 
Shakespeare comedy adaptation tailor-made for the 
Bolshoi dancers, choreographer Jean-Christophe Mail-
lot gives the audience two hours of continuous dance, 
highlighting the boldness and energy of the Bolshoi in 
a completely new way.”

The Taming of the Shrew: Vladislav Lantratov as Petruchio, 
Ekaterina Krysanova as Katherine.

Photo courtesy: MovieTele.it

The Italian regional news publication La Provin-
cia Pavese (Italy) publishes an article about Jacopo 
Tissi. “He, very young, after all became, only last year, 
the first Italian in history to be hired by the Bolshoi 
Ballet in Moscow, one of the most prestigious theatres 
in the world.” “Jacopo Tissi will participate in the Les 
Étoiles, an international dance gala by Daniele Cipri-
ani, scheduled for Saturday 27 and Sunday, 28 January 
2018, at the Auditorium Parco della Musica di Roma.”

The French broadcaster LCI (France) publishes an 
article and a video about the children 9 to 19 in the 
Youth America Grand Prix that the article calls “the 
most prestigious dance competition in the world.” 
“The biggest dance competition in the world, Youth 
America Grand Prix, took place at the Théâtre de Rue-
il-Malmaison. The participants had two minutes to 
convince the directors of the dance schools of the Par-
is Opera, the Scala in Milan or the Bolshoi in Moscow.  
This subject was broadcast in the television news at 
20H of 19/11/2017 presented by Anne-Claire Coudray on 
TF1.” Link to the article and the video.

Local newspapers and local online publications 
announce upcoming screenings of Bolshoi Ballet per-
formances in cinemas.  

The German newspaper Main-Echo (Germany) an-
nounces the screening of the Bolshoi Ballet’s Taming 
of the Shrew in local cinemas. “The acclaimed chore-

ographer Jean-Christophe Maillot, according to the 
announcement, emphasizes the witty and fast athleti-
cism and liveliness of the Bolshoi Ballet dancers in 
Shakespeare’s hooligan comedy. The soloists Ekaterina 
Krysanova and Vladislav Lantratov collide, challenge 
and get along. “A wonderful and entertaining show as 
you can only experience it at the Bolshoi.”

The local community news publication the Lang-
ley Times (BC Canada) announces the Nutcracker 
“Danced by the Bolshoi’s principals, Russian ballet 
master Yuri Grigorovich’s staging of E.T.A. Hoffmann’s 
fairy tale will transport children and adults alike to 
a world of magic and wonder for the holiday season.”

The online entertainment news publication Bro-
adway World announces upcoming screenings of the 
Bolshoi Ballet’s Nutcracker in local cinemas. “The 
Nutcracker remains a treasure not to be missed! The 
Bolshoi Ballet is a symbol of excellence in ballet — ac-
quiring an almost mythical reputation. The traditions 
of the company go back to Tsarist Russia (1776). In the 
20th century the company has polished its typical, al-
most athletic style and today boasts such dance stars. 
Their virtuosity has captured the hearts of audiences 
throughout the world.”

UK newspapers and specialised publications re-
view Svetlana Zakharova’s show Amore.

The online specialised entertainment publication 
Broadway World publishes a review by Gary Naylor who 
gives the show four stars out of five. “A principal danc-
er for two decades, she effortlessly wills the spotlight 
to her without ever overstating her case. 

That said, effort – mediated through beauty, bal-
ance and grace – is everywhere.” 

The online specialised dance publication Dance 
Tabs publishes a photo gallery by David Morgan. Link 
to Photo Gallery: Gallery – Svetlana Zakharova (and 
Stars of Bolshoi) in Francesca da Rimini. 

Another photo gallery is published by The Times 
(UK)  

The specialised UK theatre news publication The 
Stage publishes a review by Anna Winter who gives the 
show three stars out of five. 

The Evening Standard (London) newspaper pub-
lishes a review by Laura Freeman who gives the show 
four stars out of five.  “Zakharova dances doomed, des-
perate passion beautifully. Her face is delicate as ivory; 

http://laprovinciapavese.gelocal.it/pavia/cronaca/2017/11/20/news/jacopo-tissi-da-landriano-al-bolshoi-1.16142766
http://laprovinciapavese.gelocal.it/pavia/cronaca/2017/11/20/news/jacopo-tissi-da-landriano-al-bolshoi-1.16142766
https://www.lci.fr/culture/dans-les-coulisses-du-concours-de-danse-le-plus-prestigieux-au-monde-2070904.html
http://www.main-echo.de/regional/kreis-main-spessart/art4018,5239939
https://www.langleytimes.com/entertainment/cineplex-langley-screens-classic-holiday-films/
https://www.langleytimes.com/entertainment/cineplex-langley-screens-classic-holiday-films/
https://www.broadwayworld.com/connecticut/article/Ridgefield-Playhouse-Presents-an-Encore-Performance-of-The-Bolshoi-Ballet-in-HD-The-Nutcracker-20171122
https://www.broadwayworld.com/connecticut/article/Ridgefield-Playhouse-Presents-an-Encore-Performance-of-The-Bolshoi-Ballet-in-HD-The-Nutcracker-20171122
https://www.broadwayworld.com/westend/article/BWW-Review-SVETLANA-ZAKHAROVA-AMORE-London-Coliseum-20171122
http://dancetabs.com/2017/11/gallery-svetlana-zakharova-and-stars-of-bolshoi-in-francesca-da-rimini/
http://dancetabs.com/2017/11/gallery-svetlana-zakharova-and-stars-of-bolshoi-in-francesca-da-rimini/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/news-in-pictures-39sl2pj0h
https://www.thestage.co.uk/reviews/2017/svetlana-zakharova-amore-review-london-coliseum/
https://www.thestage.co.uk/reviews/2017/svetlana-zakharova-amore-review-london-coliseum/
https://www.standard.co.uk/goingout/arts/svetlana-zakharova-amore-dance-review-a-onceinageneration-dancer-a3698321.html
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her body like steel filament.” “In Rain Before It Falls 
(Patrick de Bana, Bach) Zhakarova, in violet silk, spills 
and pools like the ink in a Rorschach test.” 

The Independent (UK) newspaper publishes a re-
view by Zoë Anderson 

The Financial Times (UK) newspaper publishes a 
review by dance critic Clement Crisp

The French newspaper Les Echos publishes an ar-
ticle by dance critic Philippe Noisette titled Is Nureyev 
Still Alive? “Yuri Posokhov, a very popular Russian in 
the United States, seems to be the right “client” to 
endorse Nureyev’s choreographic legacy. He has re-im-
agined Don Quixote in San Francisco and A Hero of Our 
Time for the Bolshoi, who commissioned him this year 
from a ballet simply titled ... Nureyev.”

All major international mass media sources react-
ed to the tragic news about the death of Dmitri Hvoros-
tovsky. 

accessatlanta.com
thetimes.co.uk
theguardian.com
nytimes.com
general-anzeiger-bonn.de
cbc.ca

In brief

Venera Gimadieva (soprano), the Bolshoi Theatre
guest soloist, a graduate of the Bolshoi Young Artists Opera 

Program and a laureate of The Golden Mask Award-2014
on the cover of the magazine Semperoper.

Yuri Grigorovich headed the jury of the II All-Rus-
sian Competition of Ballet Dancers and Choreographers 
that is taking place in Moscow since November 19th. 

On November 20th TASS held the press conference 
Elena Voroshilova: “The All-Russian Competition of 

Ballet Dancers opened in Moscow” (Culture News, went 
on air on November 20th, 10 a.m.):  

“The All-Russian Competition of Ballet Dancers 
and Choreographers opened in Moscow” (Culture News, 
on air on November 20th, 7:30 p.m.)

Radio Rossii – “Music in events: choice of Olga Rus-
anova”; on air on November 18th, issue No. 232

The round table Ballet in the Cinema took place 
at the exhibition hall Manezh on Friday, November 17th 
as a part of the International Cultural Forum. Cultural 
workers and filmmakers took part in the event and dis-
cussed the scandalous premiere of the film Matilda by 
Alexei Uchitel.

The round table Ballet in the Cinema, the International 
Cultural Forum, Saint Petersburg, November 17th.

Photo courtesy: Komsomolskaya Pravda

On November 18th the Bolshoi Ballet’s soloists Anna 
Nikulina, Anastasia Stashkevich, Ana Turazashvili, Dar-
ia Khokhlova, Mikhail Lobukhin, Artemy Belyakov, Denis 
Savin, Igor Tsvirko and Erick Swolkin together with the 
soloists of the Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchen-
ko Moscow Academic Music Theatre Oksana Kardash, 
Ivan Mikhalev, Alexeiy Lyubimov, as well as Bruna Gagli-
anone and other dancers took part in the gala Ballet of 
Big Stars at the Moscow House of Music.

The screenings of the series Bolshoi Ballet at the 
Cinemas. Season  2017/18 continue. 

On November 21st and 22nd the broadcasts of the 
ballet Le Corsaire (the recording of the performance 
presented on the Bolshoi Historic Stage on October 
22nd) took place at Moscow cinemas.

On November 26th Jean-Christophe Maillot’s mas-
terpiece The Taming of the Shrew was back on the big 
screen as a part of the project Bolshoi in the Cinemas. 

http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/theatre-dance/reviews/svetlana-zakharova-amore-london-coliseum-london-review-bolshoi-ballerina-shows-off-her-dramatic-side-a8069836.html
https://www.ft.com/content/9dd529d8-cf77-11e7-9dbb-291a884dd8c6
https://www.lesechos.fr/week-end/culture/spectacles/030911065516-noureev-est-il-toujours-vivant-2132600.php#
http://www.accessatlanta.com/entertainment/russian-baritone-hvorostovsky-dies/OsGGTDlyskDASYEonep4gP/
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/dmitri-hvorostovsky-obituary-j9qpcb7mx
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2017/nov/22/dmitri-hvorostovsky-obituary
https://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2017/11/22/world/europe/ap-eu-obit-hvorostovsky.html?_r=0
http://www.general-anzeiger-bonn.de/news/kultur-und-medien/ueberregional/Russischer-Opernstar-Dmitri-Hvorostovsky-gestorben-article3707711.html
http://www.cbc.ca/news/entertainment/obit-dmitri-hvorostovsky-1.4413692
http://tass.ru/press/events/6011
http://www.teatral-online.ru/news/19955/
http://tvkultura.ru/article/show/article_id/200025/
http://www.radiorus.ru/brand/audio/id/57094/
http://www.rosbalt.ru/piter/2017/11/17/1661644.html
https://www.mmdm.ru/ru/events/balet-bolshih-zvezd
http://www.theatrehd.ru/ru/titles/6344
http://www.theatrehd.ru/ru/titles/4203
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Cinemas and tickets
The recording of the opera The Snow Maiden by 

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, staged by Dmitri Tcherni-
akov, was broadcast at the cinemas on November 25th 
(the production of Opera Bastille, season 2016/2017, the 
recording of the performance that took place on April 
25th). 

For more information about all broadcasts of pro-
ductions from the Paris National Opera please refer to 
the article by Igor Koryabin (Belcanto.ru).

Svetlana Zakharova in the programme Amore
(Rain Before It Falls by  Patrick de Bana to the music

by Johann Sebastian Bach, Ottorino Respighi
and Carlos Pino Quintana). Photo courtesy: Jack Devant 

On November 28th the programme Amore was pre-
sented at the Alexandrinsky Theatre in Saint Peters-
burg at the International Arts Festival Diaghilev. P.S.

The calendar of performances is available from 
the ballerina’s website. 

The Festival Diaghilev. P.S. took place in Saint Pe-
tersburg from November 23rd till December 1st.

The Festival’s official programme opened on No-
vember 23rd at the Saint Peterburg Philharmonic 
Grand Hall with the performance of the Perm State 
Academic Opera and Ballet Theatre Orchestra Music 
Aeterna under the baton of Teodor Currentzis . The or-
chestra performed the Symphony No. 1 by Gustav Mahl-
er and the Violin Concerto by Alban Berg (soloist – Pa-
tricia Kopatchinskaja., Austria/Switzerland). 

November 22nd, the Sheremet Palace – screenings 
of the film Intolerance by D W Griffith (1916)

On November 24th three choreographic perfor-
mances were presented at the Youth Theatre on the 
Fontanka: an opus-ballet Coco Chanel by Jo Strømgren 
(Norway) and Ulrike Quade (The Netherlands), as well 

as the miniature Pas de danse by Mats Ek and the bal-
let AB3 by the company Norrdans (founded in 1995) that 
considers the young people as their target audience. 

On November 26th, only a month after the world 
premiere in London, Wayne McGregor presented his 
most recent oeuvre – the ballet Autobiography – in 
Saint Petersburg. 

On November 27th Vadim Repin performed the Vi-
olin Concerto in D minor op.47 by Jean Sibelius togeth-
er with the Saint Petersburg State Academic Sympho-
ny Orchestra under the baton of Alexander Titov at the 
Philharmonic Grand Hall. 

On November 29th the Russian premiere of the 
film Atomos (directed by Wayne McGregor and Ravi De-
spres). The newspaper Kommersant reports: “This film 
consists of the tiniest nuances of the sound, the play 
of light, gestures and movements of the dancers from 
Wayne McGregor’s company; all of these remind us of 
atoms”. 

On December 1st the official programme of the 
Festival closes with the performance of the nation-
al choreographic centre company Ballet de Lorraine  
(France). The ballets  Record of Ancient Things, Rain-
Forest and Relâche will have their Russian premieres. 

For more information about the Festival’s events 
please refer to:

Diaghilev P.S. is a multi-genre festival with a muse-
um accent.  Natalia Metelitsa comments on the playbill 
(went on air on November 18th, issue No. 232)

radiorus.ru
More informantion about the Festival’s events is 

available here.
The festival Diaghilev P.S.: The Guide. The Playbill 

(Kommersant)
Royal choreographers and the sensation of the 

British ballet: a guide to the festival Diaghilev P.S. (Pe-
terburg2)

What to watch at the festival Diaghilev P.S.: the 
choice of Tatiana Kuznetsova (Kommersant)

The V International Festival of Contemporary Cho-
reography Context, directed by Diana Vishneva, closed 
in Saint Petersburg; the closing gala-concert took place 
on November 19th on the Mariinsky Theatre Historic 
Stage.

First Channel (Alexei Korepanov reports): “The V 
International Festival of Contemporary Choreography 
Context, directed by the famous ballerina Diana Vishne-
va, closed in Saint Petersburg”

Russia-K (Culture News with Vladislav Flyarkovsky, 
on air on November 19th at 7:30): “The festival Context 
demonstrates the achievements of the modern choreog-
raphy all over the world”.

Saint Petersburg: “The festival of choreography di-
rected by Diana Vishneva closes with the premiere of 
the ballet Asunder: the dress rehearsal of the closing 
ceremony finished at the Mariinsky Theatre” /.../

Rosbalt reports: “At the festival’s closing ceremo-
ny that took place at the Mariinsky Theatre the audi-

http://www.theatrehd.ru/ru/projects/789/schedule/1
https://www.operadeparis.fr/en/season-16-17/opera/la-fille-de-neige
http://www.belcanto.ru/17101501.html
http://www.alexandrinsky.ru/afisha-i-bilety/programma-amore-svetlany-zakharovoy/
http://www.svetlana-zakharova.com/calendar/
http://www.diaghilev-ps.ru/
http://www.radiorus.ru/brand/audio/id/57094/
http://www.radiorus.ru/brand/audio/id/57094/
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3472911
https://peterburg2.ru/articles/korolevskie-horeografy-i-sensaciya-britanskogo-baleta-gid-po-festivalyu-dyagilev-p-s-33833.html
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3461208
http://www.contextfest.com/
https://www.1tv.ru/news/2017-11-20/336492-v_peterburge_zavershilsya_v_mezhdunarodnyy_festival_kontekst_proslavlennoy_baleriny_diany_vishnevoy
https://tvkultura.ru/article/show/article_id/199885
https://topspb.tv/news/2017/11/19/festival-horeografii-diany-vishnevoj-zakroetsya-premeroj-baleta-asunder/
http://www.rosbalt.ru/piter/2017/11/20/1662219.html
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ence saw the Russian premiere of Piano Concerto No.1  
by one of the Russian major neo-classical choreogra-
phers Alexei Ratmansky to the music by Dmitri Shos-
takovich [performed by the Dutch National  Ballet] and 
the ballet Sarcasm, by Hans van Manen, who celebrates 
his 85th birthday this year.”

Anna Galayda (Vedomosti) draws some conclusions 
after the festival:  

“ /.../  For many in Russia the modern choreography 
that Vishneva and her Context promote is like a black 
hole that is impossible to comprehend. However, in or-
der to see the living legend of the classical ballet, the au-
dience can put up with such experiments. /.../ For those 
that are OK with no diadems and fouettes, the founder 
of the festival has turned it into a wonderful education-
al ground. /.../ This year the Diana Vishneva festival has 
conquered both capitals completely. Before the Moscow 
residents used to be the ones that got all the best; start-
ing from this year the programmes presented in two 
capitals are almost the same .”

“A light “Diana Vishneva”: the new dessert, in-
spired by the prima-ballerina of the Mariinsky Thea-
tre...” (Kommersant).

Following the Moscow programme the Russian de-
but of Bodytraffic, one of the major dance companies 
from Los Angeles, took place. The ballet by the famous 
choreographer Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui I Will Fall forYyou to 
the music by  Woodkid, performed by Drew Jacoby and 
Matt Foley, and the ballet Chutes and Ladders by Justin 
Peck, one of the most sought-after contemporary cho-
reographers, were also presented in Saint Petersburg. 

The audience were lucky enough to have seen the 
production Witness by Wayne McGregor, danced by Ales-
sandra Ferri.

teatral-online.ru

On November 25th–27th the premiere of the bal-
let evening Balanchine/Taylor/Garnier/Ekman took 
place at the Moscow Academic Stanislavsky and Ne-
mirovich-Danchenko Moscow Academic Music Theatre.

Teatral reports: “The programme that was put to-
gether by Laurent Hilaire, the artistic director of the  
Stanislavsky and Nemirovich-Danchenko Theatre’s bal-
let company, includes George Balanchine’s Serenade 
to music by  Pyotr Tchaikovsky, Paul Taylor’s Aureole to 
music by George Frideric Handel, Jacques Garnier’s Au-
nis to music by Maurice Pasche and Alexander Ekman’s 
Tulle to the music by Mikael Karlsson. Three of them –  
Aureole, Aunis and Tulle –  had their Russian premieres.  
The evening closed with the ballet Tulle that pays trib-
ute to the classical ballet.  /…/ ” 

Colta.ru: “The Moscow Music Theatre presents bal-
let premieres”

Ogonyok published an interview with Maria Alexan-
drova titled Freedom to Challenge is a Serious Thing. Iya 
Barateli talked to the ballerina after the ballet Lauren-
cia that was performed in Tbilisi.

The French newspaper Le Monde publishes a report 
by Rosita Boisseau who is based in Moscow about “The 
historical Dance Inversion, created in 1997 by Vladimir 
Urin, current director of the Bolshoi; and the very glam-
orous Context, launched in 2013, under the direction of 
Diana Vishneva, star of the Mariinsky Ballet of St. Pe-
tersburg. Between the two, a hyphen: twenty-five years 
of French contemporary dance in Russia celebrated by 
the French Institute.”

November 22nd – December 17th – the 32nd Madrid 
Dance Festival is taking place in the capital of Spain. 

The portal Eesmadrid announces that the pro-
gramme of the festival, as usual, reflects modern ten-
dencies in the world of the international, Spanish and 
Madrid dance art. 

The programme of the fesitval

The Bolshoi Theatre premiere Artem Ovcharenko 
took part in the opening  gala of the III International 
Ballet Festival in China at the Tianqiao Theatre. Togeth-
er with Elena Evseeva from the Mariinsky Theatre they 
performed the pas-de-deux from the third act of the bal-
let Don Quixote and the balcony scene from the ballet 
Romeo and Juliet choreographed by Leonid Lavrovsky. 
The English language newspaper China Daily reports.

The Bolshoi primas Svetlana Zakharova and Ana-

https://www.vedomosti.ru/lifestyle/articles/2017/11/21/742482-context-diana-vishneva
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3472922
http://www.teatral-online.ru/news/20161/
https://stanmus.ru/performance/2017182
https://stanmus.ru/performance/2017182
http://www.colta.ru/news/16566
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/3461050?query
http://www.lemonde.fr/scenes/article/2017/11/17/moscou-gagne-par-la-danse-contemporaine_5216516_1654999.html
http://www.madrid.org/madridendanza/2017/programacion.html
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/culture/2017-10/11/content_33115151.htm
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stasia Stashkevich are going to perform at the III Inter-
national Ballet Festival on December 1st, 2nd and 3rd. 
They will take the stage of the Tianqiao Theatre, where 
the Russian Seasons starring the dancers of the  Bolshoi 
and the Mariinsky are going to take place. 

Rossiiskaya Gazeta publishes the article On the 
Freedom’s Edge. There is a conversation with director 
Andrei Konchalovsky, the author of the idea of the mon-
ument to Ivan III that was financed with the public do-
nations. The ceremony of unveiling the monument to 
the Grand Duke of Mocsow Ivan III was held in Kaluga.  
The monument was funded with public money and was 
erected on the Stary Torg square in front of the regional 
administration building. The sculpture was designed by 
Andrey Korobtsov. The Minister of Culture Vladimir Me-
dinsky took part in the ceremony. 

 The spouse of the sculptor Andrei Korobtsov, the 
Bolshoi Theatre’s prima and an Honoured Artist of Rus-
sia Evgenia Obraztsova was present at the unveiling cer-
emony.

The Bolshoi Theatre premier Artem Ovcharenko,
the Mariinsky Theatre first soloist Elena Evseeva.

The opening  gala  of the III International
Ballet Festival in China. Pas-de-deux

from the ballet Don Quixote to the music by Ludwig Minkus. 
Beijing, November 10th. Photo courtesy: Yi. Haohan

Social
networks
Valery Lagunov wrote on his Facebook page: “No-

vember 22nd — the premiere of the ballet Romeo and 
Juliet by Alexei Ratmasnky; the cast starred Ekateri-
na Krysanova and Vladislav Lantratov, who performed 
their roles in a brilliant, excited, energetic and signifi-
cant manner! I send my most sincere congratulations 
to them, they have received well-deserved recognition; I 
also congratulate the whole company that demonstrat-
ed a wonderful performance!!!”

Anastasia Stashkevich posts photos in her Insta-
gram: they feature two people that look a bit tired, but, 
obviously, deeply content. This is she and Vyacheslav 
Lopatin after the performance on November 25th. 

“Surprising as it might be, but this is what creative 
happiness looks like!”

Her followers comment: “This is such a powerful 
photo, indeed! Anastasia, thank you for those emotions 
you gave us!!! You are a wonderful Juliet! You are tender, 
feminine and fragile, and you demonstrated an ideal 
performance and acting we were all convinced by! And 
your duet, I mean, the two of you were like one ...Bravi!”

Olga Agapova (Facebook user and the forum par-
ticipant) uploaded 19 videos from the performance on 
November 25th and wrote a long post, where she shared 
just how excited she was about the production: “The pre-
miere of Romeo and Juliet at the Bolshoi Theatre – love 
at second sight”.

Anastasia Stashkevich: «Surprising as it might be,
but this is what creative happiness looks like!»

Together she and Vyacheslav Lopatin performed
the title roles in the ballet Romeo and Juliet

choreographed by Alexei Ratmansky.
The Bolshoi Theatre, November 25th. Photo/Instagram

According to the reviews on the forum Ballet and 
Opera, many people in the audience cried and wept at 
the premiere performances of the ballet by Alexei Rat-
mansky, while some discussed “swallow’s tails”.

Igor Tsvirko posted several photos on Instagram 
with his pets that let his followers take a glimpse of 
the dancer’s everyday life. One photo features him with 
his family as he is trying to find some time to go to the 
hairdresser’s, another one features the ballet dancer 
thoughtfully preparing for the cold winter...

Alexander Shvartsenshtein uploaded the video he 
recorded in the audience hall to his Facebook page: “No-

https://rg.ru/2017/11/22/konchalovskij-vse-shedevry-v-istorii-chelovechestva-delalis-po-zakazu.html
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=524648397896514&set=a.279462002415156.1073741840.100010540748322&type=3&theater
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bb70tiDgcJh/?taken-by=fistrik
https://www.facebook.com/olga.agapova.587/posts/1986835758000448
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bb70tiDgcJh/?taken-by=fistrik
http://forum.balletfriends.ru/viewtopic.php?t=8500&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=225
http://forum.balletfriends.ru/viewtopic.php?t=8500&postdays=0&postorder=asc&start=225
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bbkl7k9h8pG/?taken-by=igortsvirko_
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bbm8rHdhbUk/?taken-by=igortsvirkov
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=920209141475675&id=100004597921192
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vember 16th, 2017, the Bolshoi Theatre, Don Carlo, cur-
tain calls (5’37’’): this is a triumph! Sorry for the quality 
of the video, but THE WHOLE audience rose to their feet, 
so I had to film over their heads!”

Аnya Vyshnevska commented: “Thank you, Alexan-
der, for this opportunity to teleport to the Bolshoi The-
atre at least for one moment! Brava, Agunda Kulaeva 
[Princess Eboli], brava, Anna Nechaeva [Elisabeth of Va-
lois], bravi the whole wonderful team!”

Najmiddin Mavlyanov (Don Carlo), Agunda Kulaeva 
(Princess Eboli)  and the conductor Giacomo Sagripanti
(in movement) at the curtain calls after the performance

of Don Carlo that was held as part of the initiative
The Bolshoi for the Young. The State Academic

Bolshoi Theatre of Russia, Historic Stage, November, 16th. 
Photo courtesy: Alexander Shvartsenshtein

Debuts
Don Carlo
November 16th
Giorgi Sturua made his debut in the role of the Roy-

al Herald.

Agunda Kulaeva commented: “Thank you, Alexan-
der! It was a good performance yesterday, with the great 
Mavlyanov [Don Carlo]! We sang like we always do, but 
what an audience!!! I do not remember such reaction for 
a long time! I am even happier for our young singers!!!”

On November 16th 2017 the production was held 
as part of the initiative The Bolshoi for the Young 
that is aimed at making the theatre more popular 
with the young audience. The tickets were sold at 
special, very reasonable prices.  

The video of curtain calls after Don Carlo on No-
vember 16th on YouTube.

Diana Vishneva uploaded photographs from the 
Mariinsky Theatre to her Facebook page and thanked 
the participants and the organisers of her festival, men-
tioning all of them by names: 

 “Yesterday the fifth Context closed. Five years of 
the art of dance with no limits, of movement in all its 
dimensions and levels. I thank everyone that has been 
with us since the first festival and everyone who has 
joined us only recently. I thank all those that believe 
in us and follow us. Those that are in the same context 
with us. All of this would have been not possible but for 
the unique, the strongest team that is able to put our 
most ambitious ideas into life  /.../ Now we take a short 
break and then we go for Context-2018!”

Diana Vishneva at the closing ceremony
of the festival Context, the Mariinsky Theatre,

November 19th.
Photo: Facebook  

https://www.bolshoi.ru/visit/buyingnew/1825.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98tk15Tj5f0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.facebook.com/dianavishnevaofficial/posts/1757128164297822
https://www.facebook.com/dianavishnevaofficial/photos/a.252840984726555.73650.252826048061382/1756746374336001/?type=3&theater
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The Tsar’s Birde
November 21st and 23rd 
A soloist of the Armenian National Academic The-

atre of Opera and Ballet named after Alexander Spen-
diaryan, an Honoured Artist of the Republic of Arme-
nia Gevorg Hakobyan (baritone) made his debut at the 
Bolshoi Theatre with the role of Gryaznoy.

The guest soloist Ksenia Dudnikova (mezzo-sopra-
no) made her debut in the Bolshoi Theatre’s production 
with the role of Lyubasha.   

Roman Muravitsky made his debut with the role of 
Bomelius.  

Maria Barakova made her debut with the role of 
Petrovna.

Boris Godunov
November 24th
Goderdzi Janelidze (bass), a graduate of the Young 

Artist Opera Program and a Bolshoi Theatre soloist 
since 2017, who has recently been awarded the First Prize 
at the Elena Obraztsova International Competition of 
Young Opera Singers (September 17th ) performed the 
role of the Police Officer for the first time.

November 25th
The guest soloist Sergei Radchenko (tenor), a par-

ticipant of the Bolshoi Theatre Young Artists Opera Pro-
gram in 2011-2014 performed the role of Pretender.

Carmen
November 28th
The Brazilian tenor Martin Muehle  performed the 

main role in his repertoire – the role of Jose in the op-
era Carmen.  A student of Carlo Bergonzi and Alfredo 
Kraus, Mr. Muehle has had successful performances at 
various theatres in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 
In summer 2017 he had a great success with the role 
of Jose in the production, staged by the famous Danish 
director Kasper Holten at the Bregenz Festival (Austria). 

The Bolshoi Theatre guest soloist Xenia Dezhneva 
performed the role of Frasquita. 

Changes
to the casts
Romeo and Juliet
On November 24th the title roles were performed by 

Evgenia Obraztsova and Artemy Belyakov.

Promotions at the Bolshoi Ballet
On November 15th Alyona Kovalyova became a solo-

ist of the ballet company.
Jacopo Tissi became a first soloist.

Birthdays
November 15th – Daniel Barenboim, a conductor 

and a pianist – 75th birthday anniversary. 
November 16th – the Bolshoi Opera soloist, an Hon-

oured Artist of Russia Elena Manistina 
November 19th (November 6th, old style) – Asaf 

Messerer (1903 – 1992) – an outstanding ballet master 
and ballet dancer, a pedagogue, a People’s Artist of the 
USSR  (1976), the Bolshoi Theatre’s soloist 1921-1954, a 
representative of the Plisetskie–Messerer creative dy-
nasty. 

November 20th – the greatest ballerina Maya Pliset-
skaya (1925-2015)

November 20th – the Bolshoi Theatre’s prima-balle-
rina Anastasia Stashkevich

November 21st – an Honoured Artist of RSFSR Nata-
lia Makarova – a soloist of the Leningrad State Academ-
ic Opera and Ballet Theatre named after Kirov (1959 – 
1970), a prima-ballerina of the American Ballet Theatre 
(New York) and the Royal Ballet (London). 

November 22nd – a ballerina, a People’s Artist of 
Russia Ilze Liepa 

Alyona Kovalyova and Jacopo Tissi. Jewels.
Photo courtesy: Damir Yusupov

https://www.bolshoi.ru/persons/opera/3641/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/persons/opera/3000/
https://www.bolshoi.ru/persons/ballet/3306/
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November 22nd – the Bolshoi Opera soloist Maria 
Lobanova (soprano) 

November 22nd – a composer, a conductor and a 
pianist Benjamin Britten (1913-1976)

November 25th (November 13th old style) – a com-
poser, a pianist and a musicologist Sergei Taneyev (1856-
1915)

November 26th – the Bolshoi Ballet soloist Anton 
Savichev  

November 28th – the Bolshoi Theatre’s ballet mas-
ter-repetiteur, a People’s Artist of Russia Vladimir 
Nikonov 

November 28th – the Bolshoi Theatre’s ballet mas-
ter-repetiteur, an Honored Artist of Russia Victor Bary-
kin  

November 28th – Alexander Godunov (1949 – 1995), 
a ballet dancer and a film actor, an Honoured Artist of 
RSFSR, the Bolshoi Theatre’s soloist (1971-79), the first 
performer of the role of Tybalt in the ballet Romeo and 
Juliet  choreographed by Yuri Grigorovich (1979).

November 28th – Vyacheslav (Václav) Suk (1861 – 
1933), a conductor, a composer and a People’s Artist of 
the RSFSR. In 1906 Vyacheslav Suk took charge of the 
Bolshoi and remained the theatre’s chief conductor 
till his final days. He staged such operas as The Stone 
Guest, La damnation de Faust, Ruslan and Lyudmila, 

Maya Plisetskaya. A friendly caricature.
The Kukryniksy

The Snow Maiden, The Legend of the Invisible City of 
Kitezh and the Maiden Fevroniya, Eugene Onegin, May 
Night, The Golden Cockerel, Die Walküre, Siegfried, Car-
men, Lohengrin and Salome. One of the Bolshoi Thea-
tre’s  foyers was named in his honour.

Alexander Godunov

Vyacheslav Suk. A portrait by Leonid Pasternak
(no earlier than 1906)
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November 29th 2002 – the Bolshoi Theatre New 
Stage opened with the premiere of the opera The Snow 
Maiden by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov.

November 29th – a composer, an author of 74 
operas Domenico Gaetano Donizetti (1797-1848). The 
following operas are considered the composer’s major 
masterpieces: L’elisir d’amore, Lucia di Lammermoor, 
La Favorita and Don Pasquale.


